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Daily Quote

“Learn how to love your family and you will know 

how to love yourself. The opposite is true, too..”

—Yong Kang Chan

Feb. 2, 2017

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

A second lockdown would devastate the micro, small and

medium enterprise (MSME) sector because their working

capital has been depleted with the shutdown of most

businesses as banks grow more reluctant to lend because of

the heightened bad-loan risk

MSMEs running out of working capital in lockdown

The Central Bank has remitted P20 billion in dividends to

the government to support its programs amid the

disruptions caused by the coronavirus outbreak. The Bangko

Sentral ng Pilipinas said it remitted on Thursday the P20

billion as advanced dividends to the national government,

despite no longer being mandated to do so.

BSP remits P20 billion in dividends to Treasury

Ayala-led AC Energy Philippines, Inc. (ACEPH) is

repurchasing up to P1 billion of its shares in the open

market. This comes as the Ayala Corp. energy unit is set to

boost its renewable energy portfolio upon its deal to acquire

shares from Presage Corp., the international renewables unit

of its parent company AC Energy, Inc.

AC Energy begins P1-billion share repurchase

The national government plans to raise P190 billion next

month through the issuance of government securities in the

domestic market, the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) said

yesterday. National Treasurer Rosalia de Leon said the

government will issue P130 billion worth of Treasury bills

and P60 billion worth of Treasury bonds.

Government sets P190 billion borrowing program

The Philippines is preparing for the worst after Vietnam, the

country’s biggest source of rice imports, decided to cut

down on its exports to secure enough supply for its own

people. Agriculture Secretary William Dar said the agency

sought the approval of a P32-billion supplemental budget.

PH rice inventory in peril as VNM reduces exports
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US Dollar Philippine Peso

1 51.10

Tenor Rate

1Y 3.7240

3Y 4.5690

5Y 4.6450

7Y 4.6840

10Y 4.8140

20Y 5.0570

Previous Close: 1 Yr Return:

5,401.58 -30.97%

Open: YTD Return:

5,493.58 -31.33%

52-Week Range: Source:

4,039.15-8,419.59 Bloomberg
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Property developer SM Prime Holdings Inc. has issued P15

billion worth of fixed rate bonds. The five-year and seven-

year fixed rate bonds fetched annual interest rates of 4.8643

percent and 5.0583 percent, respectively. Proceeds will be

used to beef up SM Prime’s war chest to fund its expansion

projects for the year.

SM Prime issues P15 billion bonds

Motorcycle ride-hailing firms are venturing outside of their

traditional services to help their bikers and the public during

the course of the enhanced community quarantine in Luzon.

JoyRide launched Wednesday its on-demand curbside

delivery app dubbed as “JoyRide Delivery” in a move to

help the people and its riders amid the lockdown.

Angkas, JoyRide hop into food delivery

Ayala-led Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) has raised

P33.9 billion from a warmly-received bond offering that was

completed before Metro Manila was locked down.

BPI raises P33.9B from bond issue

The government will borrow from domestic sources a total

of P190 billion next month, including P30 billion in 35-day

Treasury bills which are making a comeback after an absence

of more than 15 years.

35-day T-bills returning in April

The Philippines is seeking more leeway to speed up

distribution of resources by the Asian Development Bank

(ADB) in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

DOF seeks response to COVID19 from ADB, AIIB

The COVID-19 pandemic is likely to gnaw sharply on the

Philippine economy until the first quarter of 2021 alongside

a steeper global economic downturn and the tightening of

global financing conditions, think tank Fitch Solutions said.

PH economic slowdown seen to persist thru Q1 2021

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on

Thursday said it started accrediting employees who will

comprise the skeleton staff of capital market institutions and

participants during the lockdown in Luzon with the

enforcement of enhanced community quarantine (ECQ) by

the government.

SEC acredits skeletal force of capital markets

The online streaming service of ABS-CBN Corp. has seen a

dramatic surge in usage last week, after it made over 1,000

movies available for free for its users. Such an increase

warranted the reduction of its bitrate to prevent network

congestion.

ABS-CBN online streaming service has higher views

Share prices rose on its third straight trading session on

Thursday, with the main index recording its biggest jump

since 2007, when the global financial crisis began, as markets

started to calm down on the government’s stimulus package.

Stock market posts large gain on bargain hunting

Finance Secretary Carlos G. Dominguez has admonished

“insensitive” businesses for asking tax incentives and urged

them to instead help government in addressing the current

needs of the Filipino people and frontliners fighting the

coronavirus disease (COVID-19).

Tax incentives for businesses not a priority – DOF
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Distressed grocery delivery startup Honestbee no longer

enjoys court protection for its $230 million of debt after the

Singapore High Court on Thursday rejected the company’s

request for more time to convene a scheme meeting.

Honestbee loses court protection from creditors

Vickers Venture Partners, a Singapore-based venture capital

(VC) firm, has raised $200 million for its $500 million sixth

fund to invest in deep tech startups in Asia and globally.

Vickers Venture Partners raises $200m for Fund VI

Singapore Airlines Ltd (SIAL.SI) said it had secured up to

S$19 billion ($13 billion) of funding to help see it through

the coronavirus crisis and expand afterward, in a sign of

confidence travel demand will eventually return.

Singapore Airlines secures $13 billion

Beijing-based big data and artificial intelligence (AI)

company MiningLamp Technology, which has been called

“China’s Palantir” for its similarities to the US data analytics

firm, has closed a US$300 million funding round co-led by

Singapore’s state investor Temasek Holdings and Chinese

internet giant Tencent Holdings.

‘China’s Palantir’ MiningLamp raises US$300 mn

The United States on Thursday surpassed China and Italy as

the country with the most coronavirus cases, according to a

Reuters tally, as New York, New Orleans and other hot

spots faced a surge in hospitalizations and looming

shortages in supplies, staff and sick beds.

U.S. leads with most confirmed coronavirus cases

Yum! Brands, which owns KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell,

has shuttered 7,000 restaurants systemwide and modified

their operations in response to the global health pandemic

that has brought much of the world to a standstill.

Yum! Brands has closed 7,000 restaurants so far

Warburg Pincus-backed global logistics real estate firm ESR

has launched ESR Australia Logistics Partnership (EALP), a

new Australian-focused, core-plus logistics partnership that

seeks to raise A$1 billion (about $607 million) of equity.

ESR launches $607m AUS-focused logistics partnership

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

Gold, prized by investors in times of crisis as a safe haven, is

experiencing surging demand in the face of the coronavirus

outbreak - from both commodity traders and retail buyers.

The precious metal had forged a seven-year peak on

commodity markets this month as traders sought shelter

from the Covid-19 pandemic.

Gold sparkles in COVID-19 shadow

Leaders of the Group of 20 major economies pledged on

Thursday to inject over $5 trillion into the global economy

to limit job and income losses from the coronavirus and “do

whatever it takes to overcome the pandemic.”

G20 leaders to inject $5 tn into global economy

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWS

Online learning rockets in coronavirus pandemic

Britain’s Pearson (PSON.L) has seen an “explosion” in

demand for online learning, with traffic across its platforms

quadrupling as millions of children start to adapt to home

schooling during the coronavirus pandemic, its chief

executive said.
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